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Abstract: Widely distributed sensors, controller and actuator can be combined into WINCS for special purposes 
on coal mining working face of wireless network control system. It has an extremely significance for real-time 
monitoring of mine equipment, personnel positioning and disaster relief communications. In order to meet the 
most basic real-time requirement for the system based on the characteristics of coal face, this paper to improving 
the GPC (Generalized Predictive Control). According to the characteristics of the variable and dynamic face, the 
GPC controller could be set into analog mode, and analog GPC controller sends the output directly to the time 
delay compensator. It not only reduces the artificially added calculation but also compensates the effect of time 
delay on the performance of the system effectively. Finally, the simulation result shows that the improved 
algorithm has an apparent improvement on stability of the system, and the anti-interference ability has been 
improved. It can be applied to coal face of wireless network control system in theory.  
Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Frequent accidents require higher reliability 
monitoring system is to ensure the personal safety of 
miners. In recent years, the research of coal mine has 
become a hot research at home and abroad. Scholars 
have been proposed the concept of Digital Mine, 
Intelligent Mine, and Perception of Mine 
successively. "Perception of mine" is a specific 
application in the Internet of things technology, and it 
is the sublimation of Digital Mine and Mine 
Integrated Automation, achieving “The three 
perception [1] ultimately (the perception of mine 
disaster to achieve early forecast, the perception of 
security environment surrounding of the miners to 

provide security actively, the Perception of mining 
equipment to achieve predictive maintenance). 

As a hotspot, WSN [2] are widely used in 
complex geological environments and inaccessible 
areas, which favored by the coal industry, especially 
for the underground wiring difficulties and the 
changes in environment etc. It has the advantages of 
placement flexibility, strong mobility, simple 
expansion, self-organization and others, but lacks a 
certain degree of control. 

As a new type of control system, compared with 
the traditional point to point control system, 
WINCS(Wireless Networked Control systems) [3] 
can realize a large complex system, control remotely, 
it can also realize resource sharing, high diagnostic 
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capacity, good interaction, reduced system wiring, 
increased the reliability of the system, easy 
installation and maintenance, and many other 
advantages. The distance sensors, controller and 
actuator were combined into WINCS for special 
purposes by using some of the wireless technologies 
which the traditional control system cannot achieve. 
It has an important significance for real-time 
monitoring of mine equipment, personnel positioning 
and disaster relief communications. 
 
 

2. Influence of Time Delay on the System 
 

2.1. The Structure of Wireless Network 
Control System in Coal Mine 

 

As shown in Fig. 1, 6 kinds of node appeared: 
controller node, ground gateway node, fixed node 
within the roadway, sink node, sensor node and 
actuator node [7]. First of all, sensor nodes sent the 
information collected from the controlled object to 
sink node, and the information is sent to a large 
number of fixed nodes within the roadway and 
uploaded to the ground gateway node through a 
wired way, and then the information is sent to the 
monitoring center, and monitoring center sends the 
feedback path back through the same route earlier 
after processing the information. Finally, the 
information reaches the actuator nodes, such a 
complete closed loop control system is established. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Wireless networked control systems  
in coal mining [6]. 

 
 
2.2. Time Delay Generating Process 
 

According to the network delay characteristics 
which defined in IEEE802.15.4, the total delay of 
sensor nodes to the collector node are: 
 

 
sc ss st tr rc cτ τ τ τ τ τ= + + + + , (1) 

 

where ssτ  is the transmit delay from the sensor 

node to the sink node; s tτ  is the transmit delay 

from the sink node to the fixed node within the 

roadway; rcτ  is the transmit delay from the fixed 

node within the roadway to the ground gateway node; 

rcτ  is the transmit delay from the ground gateway 

node to controller node; cτ  is the time needed for 

the controller to process information.  
There is no other difference between the control 

packets and the collect packets besides information in 
the same path. Therefore, the delay from the 
controller node to the actuator node is as follows:  
 

 
ca cr rt ts saτ τ τ τ τ= + + + , (2) 

 

where
 crτ  is the transmit delay from the controller 

node to the ground gateway node; r tτ  is the 

transmit delay from the ground gateway node to the 

fixed node within the roadway; tsτ  is the transmit 

delay from the fixed node within the roadway to the 

sink node; saτ  is the transmit delay from the sink 

node to the actuator node. 
Since this paper is mainly to analyze the time 

delay of the wireless network control system, shown 
in Fig. 2, the sensor node, the actuator node and sink 
node could be put together as a small wireless 
networked control system [8]. The structure is shown 
in Fig. 2. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Simple structure of wireless networked  
control system. 

 
 
2.3. Effect of Time Delay on System 
 

To simulate the impact of the delay on the control 
performance of the wireless network control system
，the true-time of MATLAB was used. Fig. 3 shows 
the effect of different sizes of delay on the control 
performance. In the simulation, the controller node 
sends control signal to the actuator node using time-
driven mode through wireless network. The input of 
the sensor and the output of the controller are as the 
input of oscilloscope, and step response is selected as 
the reference signal. 

From the Fig. 3, the system has good control 
performance, fast response when it has no time delay, 
and basically in a stable state. When joined the 
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network time delay, the regulation time of the system 
will be longer, and the system is unstable at the 
beginning, then it will be gradually stabilized after a 
period of time. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Influence of different time delay on the system 
control performance. 

 
 

The long black dotted line indicates the time 
delay is 0.02 s that is system delay is less than the 
sampling period, and the oscillating of the system is 
relatively small. When it reaches 15 ms, the system 
would be basically in a stable state. When the system 
delay is larger than the sampling period, the control 
performance becomes rather poor, the oscillation of 
the system is rather larger, and the control 
performance is unstable, as shown in solid blue line 
in Figure.3. 
 
 
3. Application of the GPC Algorithm  

in the Wireless Sensor Field 
 

It is very difficult to get the system status under 
control commands in the network control system with 
delay even the system is observable. Under ideal 
conditions, the state observer can estimate the current 
state with the past states of the system and update the 
outdated system information. But when there is time 
delay in network control systems, the delay is 
unknown, and it is unable to get the state of the 
system accurately under the influence of Control 
parameters. Now we need use delay prediction 
methods to predict the state of the time. The basic 
idea of delay compensation is predicting delay signal 
in the future situation by estimation algorithm, to 
compensate for its delay in network transmission, so 
as to reduce the effect of time delay on the system, 
and improve the real-time of the system [4]. 

In the 1970s, many scholars dedicated to the 
research of predictive control method with the 
development of adaptive control subjects. Clarke and 
others proposed the Generalized Predictive Control 
(GPC) On the basis of the traditional control 

algorithm [5]. GPC as a typical method of predictive 
control, the parameters of the model is less, the two 
parameters of the predicted length and the control 
length may be different. This model has the features 
of predictive control, rolling optimization and 
feedback correction. It can resist the outside 
interference signals, the load disturbance and the 
influence of the time-varying delay effectively. It has 
good control performance and robustness. So far, the 
GPC self-turning control method is considered to be 
the closet robustness by scholars. 
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Fig. 4. Simplified GPC algorithm of WINCS. 
 
 

In Fig. 4, the GPC predictive control algorithm is 
applied to wireless network system, it has the 
controller node, actuator nodes, sensor nodes, 
transmission network, predicted output, GPC 
controller and delay compensation. The predicted 
output, GPC controller and delay compensation are 
extra part compared to typical network control. 

The analog GPC controller is first run, and the 
actual GPC controller is run after some time. 
Assuming the analog GPC controller and the GPC 
controller running time were t1 and t2, the maximum 
network delay in the forward path was max

caτ , then 
max

caτ  is equal to the time difference between the 

start of two controllers. 
 

 max
2 1max( )k

ca ca t tτ τ= = −  (3) 

 
At the same time, the length of the buffer is equal 

to the forward network delay. At the moment K, 
analog GPC controller sends the output 

1( )u k t−  
to 

the buffer. Considering the previously stored 
command, we can get an output 

1( )u k t−  of  

the buffer: 
 

 max
1

max
1

1

( 1)

( 2)
( )

( )

ca

ca

u k t

u k t
U k

u k t

τ
τ

 − − +
 

− − + =  
 
 − 


, (4) 
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At this point, the actual GPC controller also 
outputs a control command 1( )U k t− , 

1( )U k t−  
and 

2( )u k t−  together to form a control sequence 

2( )U k t− . 
 

 
2

max
1

max
2 1

1

( )

( 1)

( ) ( 2)

( )

ca

ca

u k t

u k t

U k t u k t

u k t

τ
τ

− 
 

− − + 
 − = − − + 
 
 

−  



, (5) 

 

Put the formula (4) and 2'k k t= −  into the 

formula (6). It is changed to: 

 
 

2

m ax

( ')

( ' 1)

( ) ( ' 2 )

( ' )ca

u k

u k

U k t u k

u k τ

 
 

+ 
 − = + 
 
 

+  



 
(6) 

  
The control prediction sequence can be  

expressed as: 
 

 

max max

'( ' 1) ( ' 1)

'( ' 2) ( ' 2)

'( ) ( ' )ca ca

u k u k

u k u k

u k u kτ τ

+ = +

+ = +

+ = +


, (7) 

 
The '( ')u k  predicted sequence which from 

controller in the above formula, at last the control 
sequence transmitted to the controlled object by the 
Wireless Network is: 
 

max( ') '( ' 1) '( ' 2) '( ' )
T

cau k u k u k u k τ + + +  , (8) 

 
When the delay compensator receives the control 

sequence through the network, it will choose a most 
suitable approximation based on measurements of the 
time delay, and finally sends this value to the actuator 
node, and then act on the controlled devices. 
 

 ( ') '( ' | ' )k
v scu k u k k τ= − , (9) 

 

The control commands which sent by the 
controller to the actuator and the collecting 
information which is sent by the sensors to the 
controller will be more complete under the conditions 
of the predictive controller and time delay 
compensator, improving the situation of not receiving 
the information between nodes on time effectively 

when the delay exists in systems. The algorithm is 
still insufficient. The algorithm based on the past 
statistics system delay, the predicted delay values 
were added to the model artificially to decrease the 
influence of the delay. However, the N-1 control 
sequences the predictive controller generated every 
time will also increase the calculation time of the 
forecast output devices. 
 
 

4. Improved GPC Algorithms 
 
4.1. System Model 
 

This paper puts forward the improved GPC 
network control system by improving the GPC 
predictive control algorithm applied to the Wireless 
network system. 
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Fig. 5. Improved GPC applied in network control system. 
 
 

In Figure.5, this algorithm based on the past 
statistics system delay, the predicted delay values 
were added to the model artificially to decrease the 
influence of the delay. The output of output controller 
is not only transmitted to the actual GPC controller 
directly, but transmitted to an analog GPC controller. 

The output of buffer is: 
 

 

max max

'( ' 1) ( ' 1)

'( ' 2) ( ' 2)
( ')

'( ' ) ( ' )sc sc

u k u k

u k u k
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(10) 

 

Predicted output control sequences: 
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The main function of delay compensator in the 
system is to save the control sequences, and the size 
of the compensation is generally determined by the 
size of the maximum transmission delay. Typically 
we set the maximum length of the compensator to m, 
where m is the ratio of the maximum delay and the 
sampling period. Delay Compensator experiences 
two update processes: the first time is the controller 
sends control sequence to the compensator, which is 
update for the event driven. The second update is for 
time driven that is compensator sends command to 
the actuator nodes periodically. The two above driver 
updates ensure that the delay compensator can 
maintain real-time updates of data packets reach  
and sending. 

The prediction control sequence ( )U k  which is 

sent to the network by the improved algorithm is 
different from the control sequence which is given 
before. In the unmodified GPC algorithm, the 
prediction value is calculated on the basis of the 
current value, and in each sampling period a 
predicted sequence should be produced. The 
improved algorithm is consider the past state of the 
model to calculate the predicted value priority, just 
need to calculated 

2( )u k t−  
and 

1( )u k t−  in each 

sampling period, and the other data may be obtained 
from buffer. In fact, this improved algorithm uses 
more RAM space to reduce the computation time. 
The longer the network delay in the system, the more 
predicted sequences will be produced by GPC, and 
the longer calculation time of the system will be, the 
more obvious the effect of improved algorithm  
will be. 
 
 

[ ( ), ( 1),...., ( 1)]b u k u k u k m= Δ Δ + Δ + −

 
 

Fig. 6. Time delay compensator updated process. 

As can be seen from Fig.6, in the NPCS system, 
the prediction control sequence ( )U k  which is sent 

to the network by the improved algorithm is different 
from the control sequence which is given before. In 
the unmodified GPC algorithm, the prediction value 
is calculated on the basis of the current value, and in 
each sampling period a predicted sequence should be 
produced. The improved algorithm is consider the 
past state of the model to calculate the predicted 
value priority, just need to calculated 

2( )u k t−  
and 

1( )u k t−  in each sampling period, and the other data 

may be obtained from buffer. In fact, this improved 
algorithm uses more RAM space to reduce the 
computation time. The longer the network delay in 
the system, the more predicted sequences will be 
produced by GPC, and the longer calculation time of 
the system will be, the more obvious the effect of 
improved algorithm will be. 
 
 
4.2. The Simulation 
 

According to design requirements of the system, 
we use the Wireless Network and True time kernel 
module to build a wireless network control system 
structure, run the ttCallBlock system in the M file can 
be called self-built model. The simulation model has 
9 nodes in total, node 7 as the sink node. When node 
1 sends a message to node 7, node 2 to node 6 can 
move randomly, node 8 and node 9 is the interfering 
node to simulate the face of some interference in the 
actual environment. In the system, time delay is set to 
5 ms. The simulation model as shown in the  
Fig. 7 below. 

We use the Wireless Network and True time 
kernel module to build a wireless network control 
system structure. The true time Kernel can be used as 
a node in the system, as long as we set the different 
properties in its parameter settings dialog box, it can 
be play as different node. MATLAB language can be 
used to write perform tasks in the corresponding 
M files. Predictive control and delay compensation 
module was added to the model, and it can be used as 
a simulation GPC controller and actual GPC 
controller when the parameters of true time Kernel 
module are provided. Reference signal is set to 
square wave signal. The main simulation of the 
system was the communication between node 1 and 
the node 7, the remaining nodes to mimic the 
environment of interfering nodes. 
 
 
4.3. Simulation Analysis 
 

The performance comparison of the unmodified 
GPC algorithm and the improved GPC algorithm. 

Fig. 8 shows the effect on the system's delay 
compensation after improving the GPC, and also 
reflects the anti-jamming performance of the 
algorithm. The yellow curve represents the 
unmodified GPC controller algorithm. The green 
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curve represents the improved GPC controller 
algorithm. As you can see, the green curve is closer 
to the reference curve, the trend of the amplitude is 
smaller than the yellow curve, which shows that the 

improved GPC algorithm for time delay 
compensation effect is better, and can better adapt to 
the conditions of interference and more  
complex environment. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Simulation model of improved GPC algorithm in WINCS. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the improved GPC and the GPC. 

5. Conclusion 
 

This paper studies the generation of the time 
delay of the underground transmission system and 
reducing the impact of the delay on the control 
performance, carries on the modeling, and how to 
compensate for the delay of the system. This paper 
chooses the generalized predictive control method for 
delay compensation. The GPC algorithm can 
effectively resist the interference of external signal, 
load disturbances and random delay, and better able 
to maintain the performance of the control system. 
For such characteristics of multiple interferences and 
dynamic variability in the coal mining, this paper 
proposes an improved measure for GPC algorithm, 
and theoretical analysis and simulation results show 
that the improved algorithm for delay system has 
obvious compensation effect. 
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